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CHOOSE WORKPLACE
Learn why Workplace is right for you.
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Security[image: ][image: ]


Security is at the heart of everything we do, with world-class infrastructure and features to keep your company safe.
Workplace for Good[image: ][image: ]


We're proud to offer Workplace Core for free to eligible non-profit charitable organizations. See if you qualify.
Getting Started[image: ][image: ]


Read to launch Workplace? Discover how to get your whole company connected in as little as 5 weeks.

GETTING STARTED
Get your whole company connected in as little as 5 weeks.
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Choosing Workplace[image: ][image: ]


Let's get into all the reasons that Workplace is the right choice for your business.
Solutions[image: ][image: ]


From leveling-up company communication to building a better culture, we’re here to solve your toughest challenges.
Customer Stories[image: ][image: ]


Find out how organizations like yours are using Workplace to solve their most important business challenges.
Why Workplace[image: ][image: ]


Why Workplace? Because it's familiar, mobile, secure, integrated and connects everyone. Why else?
Diversity & Inclusion[image: ][image: ]


We’re doing our bit for a better world by making sure every employee feels seen, heard and valued.
Future of Work[image: ][image: ]


Learn how to take your first step into the metaverse with Meta's hardware and software solutions.
How can Workplace help you?[image: ][image: ]


From leveling-up company communication to building a better culture, we’re here to solve your toughest challenges.
Business Communication[image: ][image: ]


Our easy-to-use tools will make your most important messages unmissable, and your intranet inspirational.
Employee Engagement[image: ][image: ]


Ditch the email for more engaging company-wide conversations that give every employee a voice.
Strengthen Culture[image: ][image: ]


Show people you’re committed to culture by empowering everybody to be the best version of themselves.
Getting Connected[image: ][image: ]


Bring your entire organization together on Workplace, even if they don't have an email address.
Frontline Workers[image: ][image: ]


61% of frontline managers say there’s a disconnect in communication with head office. We help close the gap.
Remote and Hybrid Working[image: ][image: ]


Whether they’re working from home or the office, Workplace keeps your employees connected to your company’s culture.
Browse All[image: ][image: ]


Organizations of all shapes and sizes are gaining a competitive edge with Workplace. Find your favorite story.
Podcasts[image: ][image: ]


Listen to our Pioneer Podcasts to hear some of our favorite success stories from our biggest champions.
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FEATURES AT A GLANCE
Discover a simpler way to stay connected with familiar features you'll love to use.
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Interactive Demo[image: ][image: ]


Take the tour to see how all our features and technology come together to turn your company into a community.

INTERACTIVE DEMO
Take the guided tour to see all our features in action.
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Features[image: ][image: ]


Discover familiar features to share information, engage employees, build culture and connect people everywhere.
Integrations[image: ][image: ]


Workplace brings your favorite tools together. So whatever you need, our integrations have got you covered.
Features at a Glance[image: ][image: ]


Discover familiar features to share information, engage employees, build culture and connect people everywhere.
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Connect to all your tools[image: ][image: ]


See how Workplace easily integrates with all your favorite  business tools.
Workplace & Microsoft[image: ][image: ]


From Teams, to Office 365 to Azure AD, Workplace and Microsoft are better together.
Integrations directory[image: ][image: ]


Check out the full list of our integrations and learn how to customize your Workplace.
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT PLAN
Choose the Workplace payment option that works best for you and your business.
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Pricing Plans[image: ][image: ]


Our flexible pricing plans offer unbeatable value, great customization options and advanced security as standard.
Forrester ROI Study[image: ][image: ]


Download the Forrester Total Economic Impact Report to discover the value Workplace can bring to your organization.

Forrester ROI Study
Discover the business value of Workplace in the latest Forrester Total Economic Impact Study.
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NEWS
McDonald’s uses Workplace to enhance its restaurant employee experience. 
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Events & Webinars[image: ][image: ]


Explore upcoming Workplace events and webinars, and register for any that sound exciting (so that's all of them).
Ebooks & Guides[image: ][image: ]


We love sharing what we've learned about the future of work, so download a guide or infographic on us.
Newsroom[image: ][image: ]


Find the latest news about Workplace, our partners and customers, or check out the Media Gallery for useful brand stuff.

NEWS
Workplace and Vodafone renew partnership to build bridges in a hybrid world
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Hot Topics[image: ][image: ]


Our latest insights on new ways of working.
Blog[image: ][image: ]


Prepare for the future of work with our collection of articles, insights and interviews on key business topics.
Future of Work[image: ][image: ]


How will the metaverse change how we work?
Employee Experience[image: ][image: ]


Deliver your employee experience strategy with Workplace
Future of Work[image: ][image: ]


How will we work in the metaverse? What does the infinite office look like? Step inside and start exploring.
Business Communication[image: ][image: ]


Discover how to talk and listen to everyone in your organization (and why you need to).
Employee Engagement[image: ][image: ]


Looking to connect more deeply with employees? Learn how to give work more meaning and people a purpose.
Leadership[image: ][image: ]


How will leaders navigate the changing technology landscape? And how do you become a better one? Take a look.
Culture[image: ][image: ]


What is culture? How do you build authentic values? And why does it matter so much? Find out right here.
Remote Working[image: ][image: ]


Remote working is big. Hybrid will be bigger. So how do organizations stay connected in a new world of work?
Team Collaboration[image: ][image: ]


This is where we find out what's really involved in building high-performing teams and a culture of collaboration.
Productivity[image: ][image: ]


What is productivity, how do you measure it and what effect does it have on a business? Let's explore.
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WORKPLACE ONE PARTNER PROGRAM
Want to become a Workplace partner? Discover the benefits and apply today.
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Become A Partner[image: ][image: ]


Interested in becoming a Workplace partner? Learn more about the benefits and apply today.
Service & Reseller Partners[image: ][image: ]


Looking to launch Workplace? Get practical support, technical smarts and hands-on guidance from our partner community.
Integrations Partners[image: ][image: ]


Check out the full list of our integrations and learn how to customize your Workplace.

ALREADY A PARTNER?
Already a Workplace Partner? Sign in to the Partner Portal now. 
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RESOURCES
Everything you need to transform the way you work with Workplace.
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Start Using Workplace[image: ][image: ]


From helpful tutorials to in-depth launch guides and toolkits, get all the resources you need for a quick and easy launch.
Workplace Use Cases[image: ][image: ]


Check out these tips, best practices and inspirational use cases to build a truly connected business on Workplace.
Workplace Academy[image: ][image: ]


Discover new ways to use Workplace and best practices to help you work smarter.
Customer Communities[image: ][image: ]


Get access to an online community of Workplace customers and learn directly from your peers.

TECHNICAL RESOURCES CENTER
Get help with setting up Workplace, managing domains and other technical issues.
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Mastering Workplace Features[image: ][image: ]


Ready to become a Workplace pro? Learn all the ins-and-outs of our key features with in-depth guides, step-by-step user instructions and resource hubs.
Technical Resources[image: ][image: ]


You don't have to be an IT genius to launch Workplace, but if you are then these technical resources are for you.
Help Center[image: ][image: ]


Find step-by-step instructions and answers to frequently asked questions.
Support[image: ][image: ]


Still can't find what you're looking for? Get in touch with a team of experts for more hands-on support.
What's New in Workplace[image: ][image: ]


Stay up to speed with all the latest Workplace innovations, feature announcements and product updates.
Set up Guides[image: ][image: ]


From adding a domain to inviting users, follow this step-by-step guide to set up your Workplace.
Domain Management[image: ][image: ]


Find out why domain management matters - and how to do it properly.
Workplace Integrations[image: ][image: ]


Discover how to bring all your tools together. Something missing? Learn how to build your own integrations.
Account Management[image: ][image: ]


Keep your Workplace up to date by creating, maintaining or deactivating user accounts.
Authentication[image: ][image: ]


Make sure you only give access to the right people by integrating with your current identity solutions.
IT Configuration[image: ][image: ]


Learn how to keep Workplace running smoothly with info on networks, email whitelisting and domains.
Account Lifecycle[image: ][image: ]


Understand the process of inviting members of your organization to claim their accounts.
Security and Governance[image: ][image: ]


Get the lowdown on how we keep your people and information safe on Workplace with added technical terminology.
Workplace API[image: ][image: ]


Learn how you can automate and integrate your custom solutions with Workplace using our API.
Getting started[image: ][image: ]


From launching Workplace to paying for it, learn more about those crucial first steps.
Using Workplace[image: ][image: ]


This is where we reveal the hidden depths Workplace has to offer with tips and info on key features.
Managing Workplace[image: ][image: ]


Got a specific question about managing content, data or employees? This is the place to ask it.
IT and Developer Support[image: ][image: ]


Looking for answers to more technical questions about security, integration and the like? Start here.
Support[image: ][image: ]


Still can't find what you're looking for? Get in touch with a team of experts for more hands-on support.
Get in touch[image: ][image: ]


Need help with your Workplace account? Fill out this form to get all the answers you need from our customer support.
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Let's get started 
Getting started with Workplace is simple. Why? Because there’s no training required, we integrate with your favorite business tools, and your data is always protected.





What’s our winning formula?

It’s a combination of three ingredients that makes Workplace easy to launch and use.
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Familiarity
Workplace is from Facebook, which means you get the same great features people already know and love. So don't worry about training - anyone can pick it up and get started right away. 
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Mobile
We know that not everybody sits behind a desk, so we built Workplace with mobile in mind. All our tools work on any device or screen size, and it's easy to access even if you don't have a corporate email address.
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Integrations
Whether it’s Google Drive, Office 365 or Salesforce, you can integrate Workplace with your favorite tools in just a few clicks. And there's loads more you can do with bots and custom integrations, too. 
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Need support from our Partner network? 
Our network of trusted Partners has helped some of the world’s biggest companies get started on Workplace. If you need an extra hand with your launch or you have a problem that’s more complex, we can put you in touch with a Partner that suits your needs. 


Learn more about Partners

















Get help with your Workplace launch
Getting started
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GUIDE
Enterprise launch guide


Launching Workplace to more than 500 people? Read this guide and follow our proven 5 Pillar methodology to ensure a successful Workplace launch.
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GUIDE
Quick launch guide


Launching Workplace to 500 people or less? Follow this guide for a fast and simple deployment of Workplace at your organization.
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GUIDE
Technical set up


Sit back and watch this short overview to get to grips with the fundamentals of your Workplace launch, including security and user management.
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Keep learning with the Workplace Academy
Launching Workplace is just the first step in your journey. Our Academy will help you and your teams deepen your knowledge of Workplace with resources, classes, toolkits and more.


Explore Workplace Academy








See Workplace in action


Talk to our sales team
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Sign up for Workplace updates
Connect with Workplace and get the latest news and insights from the frontline of work.
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By submitting this form, you agree to receive marketing-related electronic communications from Facebook, including news, events, updates and promotional emails. You may withdraw your consent and unsubscribe from such emails at any time. You also acknowledge that you have read and agree to the Workplace Privacy terms.
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